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Thank you very much for guiding us. I have a query regarding the timeline Letâ€™s assume that I enroll on
01-Jan for 2 months option, then (approximately) by 20-Jan I will get the link to download PDF, Videos and
VPN connection.
A Detailed Guide on OSCP Preparation â€“ From Newbie to OSCP
$ Whoami koolacac I am just a guy who has done B.E in Computer Science, C.E.H & I am doing Web &
Mobile Application Security assessment, Vulnerability assessment and Penetration testing for various clients
in Mumbai.The OSCP Journey was truly Awesome.I learned a lot throughout this journey.There was a time
when I was frustrated and thought that I have taken lab soon maybe I needed more ...
OSCP Game Over !!!! | consistent solutions.... : )
The Cybersecurity Leadership & Development track will equip attendees with both theoretical and real-world
knowledge from industry leaders and security professionals regarding management best practices and
effective career development techniques in the field of Security.
CSX North America Presentations and Descriptions
Understanding Network and Information Security Basics 1. Which security term refers to a person, property,
or data of value to a company? a. Risk
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